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I: The Great World Celebration
Creating A Utopian Space Age Paradise

By Joseph Antaree, ETI Channel
Dedicated to Cosmic Master Allen Michael, who brought this all back to our
remembrance
Charles Lobdell, Cover Art; Joe Kinnee, Graphic Art

This communication is from the Universal Mind of Cosmic Intelligence. It speaks to
the enlightened world transformation that takes place as a result of contact with
Galactica — our paradise galactic civilization that exists everywhere throughout
the eternal Universe. The karmic cleansing now taking place all over the planet is
the necessary prelude to this Event. In one day galactic spaceships will appear
worldwide announcing their presence, and benevolent ETI space beings will come
in on world television. A Great World Celebration will ensue . . . !
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The Great World Celebration
As FULL contact with Galactic civilization takes place, all humanity will rejoice
as a whole new world quickly, peacefully and easily comes into being. Together
we will transform the world into a utopian space age paradise.
What is utopia? Utopia is absolute freedom, security and abundance for all
souls, fully awake and alive on a transformed, enlightened and healed world.
How do we create it, bring it into being? Well, that is the subject of this little
book, so read on dear soul. Know that God Loves you. If you are not already
aware of this, you will discover how profound this truth is.
Who in their right mind would continue to go on living in the dystopian
nightmare that life on earth has become, where life itself is threatened, when
there is a real, beautiful solution right at hand, in process as you read these
words?! No one. Who would turn down paradise?! Except most souls in bodies
are confused by the prevailing insanity, and don't see any way out.
Well not only is there a way out of the mortal quagmire, in truth God-theUniverse is pouring out Its Omnipotent Spirit upon all flesh to redeem and
deliver the souls in bodies — and the world itself. And It has a legion of angels,
omni-potent, peaceful and fully enlightened galactic space beings, acting on Its
great plan to help, love and lift humanity out of hell on earth straight into a
utopian space age paradise. A utopian paradise civilization that already exists
eternally beyond this solar system.
Together - that is all human beings, ETI galactic space beings and God It Self we are going to unite and carry out a Great World Celebration that "Stops The
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World," and start the world's society over on a clean slate. Our Great World
Celebration transforms the whole world without spilling a drop of blood. We
simply unite the people, all the people, to bring the old world system of
negative effects to a peaceful end through creating the perfect system that takes
its place, which serves all people as equals; a system in harmony and balance
with Nature that is of Spirit God's First Cause: which is love as service done for
all humanity, one for all, all for one. No one left out.
The anthropomorphic god of religions is gone, because it never existed except
as a false belief. The illusion of the man-God up in heaven on a throne, a
sometimes wrathful father-god, dissolves before the awesome reality of
Macrocosm-God awakening now within the soul-microcosms of this world.
Opening our hearts to God's real, infinite Love, our minds to Its supreme
Intelligence, our souls to Its Christ Conscious Spirit. The energy and
consciousness of the whole world is being bathed in ever increasing waves of
Intelligent Love-Energy, blessing and redeeming all souls, all Life.
This is a real celebration, where we rejoice and serve every day, as we receive
and share the bounteous blessings of Galactica, hearts gladdened, minds
relieved, souls at peace. Life is freely lived in peace, at last.
What we bring into being is a whole new civil-social-economic society based on
holding all things common and making free distribution according to need, a new
world of free giving and receiving. Thereby creating a society that needs no
money because all people share the planet and Universe that is abundantly rich
in all things. Private ownership and private property gives way to the vastly
superior idea of sharing the common wealth of the world. This way of
enlightened common sense blesses everyone with food, clothing, shelter, care,
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recreation, transportation, communications and utilities on one growing high
standard, free from cradle to grave. And everyone participates joyfully in the
commonly held industry of the world that creates and supplies all needed
things. An economy of free giving and receiving does this, and much, much
more. No one loses anything of real value. No one is displaced from their home.
In truth everyone gains material and spiritual blessings beyond measure.
Surrender all your egoic beliefs so you can know the Truth, for Truth sets us
free. You are a soul in a body, a child of God, living spirit. The Spirit of Truth is
God's real eternal Presence coming alive in us here and now all over the world.
This IS Universal Christ Consciousness awakening in us.
We are all the Christ for whom we seek. All spiritual masters express this
consciousness, and now all humanity to varying degrees as a great spiritual
Awakening takes place. As soul-microcosms, we and Macrocosm-God are all one
in real Christ Spirit.
And what It leads us to do is create a whole new world. We do this by setting up
the ways and means for the intelligent sharing of all things. Sharing is easy to
do. It is not complex nor confusing, it is simply loving one another with our
innate soul awareness and intelligence.
2
We accomplish all this by activating, organizing and setting into motion the
Great World Celebration; in which we keep only the necessary services and
supplies rolling — while we end our involvement in all the secondary, useless
activities and industries that have no real meaning — and act together to begin
building our new society. In the process we transcend the whole mindset
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associated with the old world. We awaken in God Mind, the all-knowing
Universal Mind that IS the Universe.
This Idea whose time has come and cannot be stopped is the Universal Christ
Idea, the actual and real Kingdom of God coming forth on this world. The
foundation is holding all things common, making distribution according to
need. This brings fulfillment to all religions, and they end as such.
In reality the following are all obsolete to an enlightened society: money in any
form, usury capitalism, private ownership of land, buildings and industries,
governments of nation-states, nation states themselves; the military murder
factory; evil judiciary-penal system, mortal minded media, false education and
retarded health care, all corrupt corporations. War, crime, poverty, disease,
inequality end automatically as society unites and transcends the old world,
principally because money will no longer be needed to live or die by. All people
will be free in their soul, living in harmony on a higher plane of existence,
participating in creative service with their fellow beings, all their needs met
from cradle to grave.
Contact with Galactica, our eternal civilization that exists everywhere
throughout the infinite Universe, together with God-the-Universe is bringing
higher consciousness into being on this world; and in turn galactic beings and
humanity united transform the whole world, and bring into being material
abundance way beyond anything now existing. Not overwhelming quantities of
useless junk consuming the planet's resources and life force; but real, useful
tools for living, like abundant seeds for recreating the whole world into a true
Garden of Eden once again.
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Our galactic civilization can deliver more real goods and equipment to this
planet in one month than all the armies of the world moved in WWII. Note: the
energy of WWIII armageddon is being balanced out daily by ETI Galactic Space
Command using PSI energy to alter and redirect crises, including full control of
nuclear weapons. Yet brutal negative events continue to play out. Humanity is
going thru a controlled letdown of world karma into a new world.
Were GOD not delivering this world, rebalancing the karmic letdown in ways
that offset a planetary meltdown, all flesh would be lost. God's Love and ETI
Galactic Space beings are quantum levels of energy and power beyond any
national army. Soldiers will gladly become messengers of peace, who go forth to
willingly serve in the actual rehabilitation and rebuilding of the world, including
curing all third world conditions of hunger, poverty and disease wherever they
exist.
ETI technology is in effect a million years beyond earth's. In Galactica,
technology doesn't mimic elements of the Big Machine that is the Universal
Mind in Creation; it is operated by the UM directly, along with Its ETI Space
Beings. The UM is the ultimate superconscious all-knowing holographic
multidimensional quantum computer. This technology will be delivered here
with directions to be reproduced thru human industry - after the planet is
disarmed down to the last water pistol, all armaments put thru the smelters
and turned into useful tools and supplies for living.
Also, mortal science will dissolve all their false ideas about the origin and
nature of the Universe; which is eternal, infinite, from everlasting to everlasting
and filled with Life everywhere. Reality changes everything, makes all things
new. There shall be a final end to war. People will love and serve one another as
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a great global family. All tears will be wiped away, and even death shall be no
more.
3
To achieve all this, Spirit God has given humanity Its utopian vision for
autonomous self-government in the New Covenant/World Bill of Rights. This
was channeled by cosmic master Allen Michael in 1947, fulfilling the prophecy
of the new covenant coming to humanity, which is given in Jeremiah 31:31-34:
Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new covenant with
the house of Israel, and with the house of Judah:
Not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day that
I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which my
covenant they brake, although I was a husband unto them, saith the Lord:
But this shall be the covenant I make with the house of Israel; After those
days, saith the Lord, I will put my law in their inward parts, and write it in their
hearts; and will be their God, and they shall be my people.
And they shall teach no more every man his neighbor, and every man his
brother, saying, Know the Lord: for they shall all know me, from the least of them
unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord: for I will forgive their iniquity, and I will
remember their sin no more.
All things change now. We no longer use any teachings of the Bible that are of
the past, which is not part of the mental causation of normal Universe. This New
Covenant replaces the Ten Commandments, giving a new vision for living that is
perfect in every way. The "house of Is Real" is all humanity, who choose
themselves to be guided by Spirit God's Cosmic Intelligence. And are blessed
accordingly.
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II: World Wide Communal Democracy
Blueprint for an Enlightened Civilization
The New Covenant
World Bill of Rights
Let each of us share all the world, the Kingdom of God, and call one place
of our choosing our own, and be free to come and go in the world and stay
at any dwelling place accommodating travelers.
Let each of us give of ourselves to the extent of our ability to the One
World Company, and in return all things shall be added unto us.
Let each of us be judged only by our conscience in God, and let no people
judge their fellow beings, but rather take judgement of their own thought
and action.
Let no person or group hold any authority over another, except that
people be willingly led by wisdom and true personality.
Let the government be of the people, where the people are self-governed;
by the people, where the people enjoy perfect freedom; for the people,
where the people give themselves abundant living.
Let the government seat be only the storehouse and inventory of the
people’s products.
Let all things be done unto edification, for God is not the author of
confusion.
Channeled from the Universal Mind by Allen Michael in 1947
If you meditate on these precepts, you will begin to see the profound beauty of
these great ideas. This is the clearest expression of the Universal Idea whose
time has come and cannot be stopped. This World Bill of Rights is all human
beings need to self govern themselves in righteousness, with right-use-ness of
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all material things. The WBR/NC is the context of our New World: absolute
freedom, security and abundance for all souls in bodies. No more will souls in
bodies be governed by the so-called laws of men and governments, that control
and enslave, serving the few at the expense of the many. No bureaucracy of any
sort. No hierarchy, religious, political, social or economic. Nor will people run
wild. People will be self-governing thru their awakened conscience in God.
Peace, harmony and love as service done will prevail.
First and foremost of these rights is full participation in sharing the world,
living where you please, how you please and with whom, with God-Force
sponsoring our undertakings. And participating fully in the global service and
industry that produces our needs. Your choice. And having free access and use
of the whole world, which will blossom once again. This is the beginning of real
freedom.
All souls in bodies shall be guaranteed these rights from birth to ascension. And
all people will joyfully participate in the world's creative industry, that
combined as a cooperating global network of people will be a great One World
Company; whose single purpose is to serve the people, in balance with the
earth's ecosystem, which with ETI assistance will be restored to radiant health
in as little as 20 years.
The One World Company is the global industrial network supplying food,
clothing, shelter, care, recreation, transportation, communications, and utilities
for all citizens. The One World Company is wholely owned and operated by all
people, as equals. It incorporates all manner of talented, willing individuals and
groups, material goods, resources, energy, existing useful industries, and
services.
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Money has taken us as far as it can. Now it's time go beyond money, to actually
create absolute freedom, security and abundance for everyone. This is our great
vision, and without vision the people perish.
What vision does the status quo offer? The American dream has become a
nightmare, offering a bitter, never ending road of heartache, pain and suffering.
War, death and violence 24/7. The money changers make money from
financing both sides in all conflicts and laugh all the way to the bank, which they
own.
Our new world begins with forgiving all debt. And doing away with money
altogether leaves that whole predator disaster known as global usury
capitalism behind, forever. God forgives all of our trespasses, and we are to
forgive one another - and ourselves. All have fallen short of the glory of God's
purpose here. But no more, for we are rising together into a utopian space age
paradise.
What is this paradise? Bottom line: all people are happy, joyful, loving, at peace
in themselves, with one another and with God. All suffering and strife will be
over. We'll wake up in the morning full of energy ready for a highly creative,
useful and entertaining day. Nothing will stand in anyones way, cooperation
reigns, and world peace is reality.
Once the planet's returning to balance, where useless industry and superfluous
activity like war no longer exist, only half the world's population will be needed
at one time to produce our daily bread; while the other half are enjoying free
use of the world's resorts, hotels, restaurants, entertainment, travel, sports, etc.
on a sharing basis. Half the populace are producers, the other half consumers,
no middlemen needed. Then every 30 days we switch roles, from producers to
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consumers and vice versa. The world will run so smoothly and efficiently
people who are on shift will serve about 5 hours a day, the rest of the day they'll
do as they please.
This is Spirit God's great 30/30 Plan: 30 days of giving followed by 30 days of
receiving, all people benefiting from the growing common wealth.
Judgement of people by anything or anyone ends. No person or group will have
any authority over another. We will be guided by our own conscience in God.
And this guidance leads us to cooperate and co-create together.
We make the key transition economically by agreeing to forgive all debt and
establish money as Free Cash Flow, available to everyone as grants thru the
World People’s GROM Bank — GROM means Get Rid Of Money. This bank is
owned and operated by the people themselves. No usury, no taxation.
We use this free money as the needed grease to turn on all the wheels of
industry, commerce and society to their maximum potential, while directing the
force of this energy towards supplying all basic needs of our Global Civilization.
We quickly establish a new world society of free giving and receiving that
operates beyond money entirely.
We dissolve the superfluous structure of separate nation-states by merging into
a unified World Wide Communal Democracy of, by and for the people; within
which every being on earth is self-governed by God in us and with us
telepathically. Therefore, we no longer need a military, for there is no enemy,
only us. The judiciary-penal system becomes obsolete, for there is no one to
judge, only conditions of life to improve.
Our absolutely real New World Government includes everyone. Its function is to
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simply facilitate the life of the people to be as beautiful, perfect and joyous as
possible. This requires simple organization and common sense, and no red tape
or bureaucracy. Sharing requires only that people give and receive freely: “One
for all, all for one," which is what our internal self-governed consciousness
leads us to do. Quite simple, actually.
A free Internet is our global communication system to provide real time access
to all information in its many forms, by all people and all elements of industry
and government. All people will have unlimited opportunity to develop and
express their creative talent and abilities. No one will be held back in any way
from expanding their consciousness and intelligence thru their chosen fields of
service. These fields of world service are: Food, Clothing, Shelter, Care,
Recreation, Transportation, Communications and Utilities; along with the
complementary services of Science, the Arts, Education, and
Engineering/Technology.
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The graphic blueprint of our World Wide Communal Democracy is a model of the
vital elements of a new world society. It represents the context of a free socialeconomic structure for the existence of life in a natural, sharing manner; the
elements that make up the major aspects of our life — home and family,
community, industry, government — all synthesized together in a harmonious
whole. From the greatest scope of organization to the least, life will function
smoothly to build a beautiful new world on one growing high standard for
everyone.
The New Covenant/World Bill of Rights spells out the basic precepts for our New
World that grant each of us unlimited potential in our lives in all ways. All of us
free, autonomous world citizens, responsible to each other according to our
own conscience in God. This bears repeating: no person or group will have
authority over another. People will be led by souls with wisdom and true
personality.
God the Universe refers to our new world system as Christ Communalism; from
each according to ability, to each according to need. Total wise sharing, guided
by Creative Intelligence within our very Being: the Christ Conscious Spirit of
Truth that IS God. This cannot be emphasized enough, for it is the essence of
our world transformation. This is exactly how galactic society lives and
operates, which earth's people join thru our Great World Celebration.
The World People’s Council’s only purpose as a coordinating body having no
power over anyone is serving the people. It replaces the antiquated Nation
States. The government seat shall simply be the storehouse, distributor and
inventory of the people’s products. Coordination of administrative functions
within our New World Government will insure the logistical flow of resources,
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goods, people, information, ideas and money to all facets of the One World
Company industries, as well as all cultural centers, living environments, and the
people themselves.
We turn all public facilities and seats of current government administration into
an efficient, integrated global network of World Service Centers, to house the
necessary governing elements for People’s Councils, Administration/Logistics,
GROM Bank, and the New World Planning Commission — at all levels of
coordination: Community, City and/or County, Regional, Continental, and
Planetary.
People will rotate thru positions of varying responsibility according to their
developed talents and abilities. No one stuck in any 'boring job.'
Unlimited educational opportunity in all levels of the University of the Universe
will be available to learn new skills in any field of endeavor. All learning will be
right in the doing of direct services under the guidance of masters in the subject
at hand. Education will be a lifelong process, in truth a journey of spiritual Self
Realization as well as developing talents and life skills.
We automatically eliminate all superfluous and artificial elements of life as we
apply our industry to real needs. This, along with unlimited free energy
supplied thru technology such as the ETI Dynadran System, which draws energy
directly from the Electromagnetic Field, will streamline our industry and
technology to the point where we meet our needs thru the 30/30 Plan – 30 days
on and 30 days off rotational shift schedule. To repeat, a daily shift will average
about 5 hours per day per person, with half the people producing our needs and
serving the other half, and switching roles every 30 days. Free access to all the
planet’s recreational, travel and resort facilities will be available to all those
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who are on a holiday period.
We will restore the biosphere to its natural pristine state, and regenerate the
planet’s gene pool accordingly, eliminating all that is destructive to a healthy
and vital world.
Thru a Global Common Market, all goods and services will be freely available at
the fingertips of the people, whether they are at home, serving in industry or
traveling about the planet.
You can envision this great plan coming to life, by seeing the whole structure as
one living organism inclusive of all people, moving naturally around the planet
according to a Free System that simply facilitates all that we do. In truth we are
one atomic body of living consciousness, flowing together thru ever more
perfect experiences of Universal God-Consciousness. Our social-economic
system serves the people thru perfect ways and means that come from inspired,
unlimited imagination, which flows thru us directly from the God Force, our Life
Itself.
4
Macrocosm-God is omnipotent, omnipresent, omniscient. And ETI galactic
space beings are Its agents. In Galactica, Life exists in eternity on the inside of
hollow planets, which have a biosphere and internal sun that changes intensity
to give day and night, and seasonal change. There are openings at both poles for
spaceships to come and go. This is how all worlds are inhabited at varying
distances from the solar sun. Microcosms, us, eternal souls, inhabit beautiful
eternal bodies that can levitate and teleport, able to express the full range of
cosmic consciousness.
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The eternal civilization that is Galactica is a synthesized communal network;
our consciousness fully integrated thru the 12th density of Cosmic Awareness.
This solar system has been of a 7th density hierarchical consciousness, for
reasons you are about to learn.
This world, with life on the outside surface is a special healing planet for spaced
out entities, who are being redeemed back into eternal life thru a process
known as Evolution. This world was activated to bring forth life on the outside
surface by the Godhead and the Galactic Elohim about 6 million years ago —
after a catastrophe took place in this solar system, destroying all life.
An atomic firestorm created by a large contingent of self-negated entities who
lived here burned out the etheric life force of all the planets. Entities are living
spirit and as such cannot die, ever, once we are given birth by the Godhead.
Some 24 billion souls were caught up in this event, and they lost their eternal
bodies and were drifting in the empty astral auras of the planets where they
had lived. And they were holding the negated mind energy seeds as latent
karma in their traumatized spirit soul. Hence the creation of this world by God
and ETI Technology to redeem these damaged souls.
The Solar Logos lost contact with the 5 higher dimensions of consciousness,
going from 12-D to 7-D. Those missing dimensions in truth are the cosmic
Christ Spirit in all Creation; and the microcosms here in bodies and the world
itself are being restored now to eternal 12-D consciousness, as the full cosmic
Christ Spirit comes Alive in us, and radiating thru the centers of atoms in all
space and matter. All the dark forces that have shunned the Light for so long are
dissipated into nothingness, the entities set on their own road to redemption.
As for the masses of souls who have toiled long and hard, working to bring forth
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a righteous world; your greatest wish comes true, which is to know God in your
soul directly as Love It Self living on a healed, transformed world. Together we
cast off the chains of oppression by doing the very thing needed all along:
creating a society that is one for all, all for one. This is how this world rises up
into the 12th density Cosmic Christ spirit again.
We have only touched lightly here on a deep, difficult subject, because we're
going to focus on the here and now transformation, not dwell on the past. All
these subjects and more are covered in depth in the channelings of the
Universal Mind that is the Everlasting Gospel prophesied to come in Rev. 14:6.
These vital all-knowing channelings came thru Allen Michael, the founder of the
One World Family Commune; a cosmic master who incarnated here from
galactic worlds to serve as the Comforter Spirit of Truth spoken of in St. John
14, 15, who brings all things to our remembrance. Here is the link to the
Everlasting Gospel.
A quick mention now of the 400,000 year Garden of Eden period of the ETI
Pyramid Temple Communities where some 16 billion souls were redeemed.
Here is a pdf link to an in depth channeling on the history of this solar system
and planet; known as Plentoria solar system and Placentia, planet of plenty and
rebirth, on ETI Star Maps. Our galaxy is Immaculaceptor Synthesia, immaculate
conception of the Synthesis.
5
In a fully communal world money is unnecessary. The new world commune
comes into being automatically, as we set up the new sharing world of free
giving and receiving.
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So this is the beginning, how we activate our new world: We create a free cash
flow money system as a first step to getting rid of money entirely. We forgive all
debts and all debtors, and we turn on the whole planet with free money for
everyone and everything vital. This frees the people from money atonement
with one master stroke. This is a necessary step to getting rid of money
altogether. We replace money with a sharing service economy. It’s so simple a
child can do it.
In fact the children will do it, as they are able and willing, as will the adults.
Serving one another with joy produces lasting happiness for everyone. The new
world commune is right in the every day love services done without thought of
remuneration that provide our daily needs: like making and serving wholesome
dinners, cleaning or building houses, planting and harvesting fresh, vital
organic food from the garden. All people will serve and be served as equals,
with all basic needs guaranteed from birth.
Imagine it! Freedom at last from the struggle for survival. Freedom from all
spiritual and social-economic oppression. This we will do and more.
The class struggle between capital and labor, between the haves and the have
nots, ends as we help, love and lift everyone regardless of what they have done.
All people will be fed, clothed, housed, cared for, and supplied with needed
communications, transportation, recreation and energy in all forms.
With the money issue solved, we can turn to the immediate tasks at hand,
starting with emergency relief to the 2 billion people living in poverty, and the
cleaning up of cities and our environment in general. We will treat the
environment with all the love and care it deserves, ending the toxic destruction
of the biosphere by bringing society and industry into balance with nature. Let’s
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give the whole planet a thorough cleansing, a face lift for Mother Nature, who is
a little worn out at this point from caring for her wayward children. Spirit God
will supply all the inspiration we need!
A real People’s Government is formed by the transformation of the existing
government structure into a free-flowing communal organization of pure
service to the people: all bureaucracy and systems of operation quickly
streamline as that which is extraneous and superfluous is dropped. The real
things to be done will be obvious, with no voting necessary. Communal
(consensus) decision making governs all councils of the people. Red tape and
useless regulations fall out of the picture. All governing bodies will turn to the
real tasks of serving the people, with no money issues involved other than
appropriation and distribution. The presses that print money will belong to the
people, to be used for our common benefit.
The World People’s Government has an initial primary focus of getting
emergency food, supplies, shelter and care to the poor and impoverished of the
world, as well as creating the communal infrastructure that brings their life into
health, harmony and happiness. All people will respond to this effort, and join
in to wipe hunger, poverty and disease from the face of the earth. Gardens and
large scale organic farms will blossom everywhere to feed people living,
wholesome food directly from the vine of life.
With peace established, the resources of the world’s military can be applied to
this task, with the world’s Universal Soldiers and youth in general being the
backbone to carry it out. All useless weapons go to the smelter to be made into
the likes of hammers, nails, rakes, hoes, and shovels, as well as plows and
tractors – and used accordingly.
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All chemicalized poisoning of the food supply, water, air, our bodies ends
forever. Every problem has an answer, principally solved by moving from an
old dying world of negative effects into God's First Cause Kingdom.
With Galactic contact established by the Elohim in great spaceships, all
limitations of materials and energies are removed. The Universe is a place of
material abundance for all, and the cosmic Dynadran power units draw
unlimited energy right from the electromagnetic field to power and energize all
of life’s needs.
The Galactic Initiation is beginning to take place right now, keying off in energy
shifts like going up the notes of a musical scale, then switching to a higher,
transcendental key altogether. The big new wave of energy-in-consciousness
coming in now has been rising since the turn of the Millennium.
Most importantly, our Great World Celebration ends the cause of crime and
violence, which is social-economic inequality and oppression. All prisons will be
torn down and people rehabilitated back into society. There is no disease,
either physical, emotional or mental, that can’t be healed by God’s loving,
omnipotent spirit. People will learn how to channel this energy in real,
meaningful ways, to be healed accordingly.
Quickly, the emergency government gives way into our autonomous New World
Government that is absolutely of, by and for the people. Nation-states and their
bureaucracies dissolve in the process of building this new union, in which all
citizens have full equal rights as citizens of Placentia. The new system is one of
free giving and receiving through an autonomous communal structure. Here is
where the Internet plays a major role. We dissolve the old system by installing
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the new autonomous self-governed system, which we will build with Spirit
God’s guidance. You've been reading all about it in this little book.
Begin to see yourself as a cosmopolitan world citizen, with free access to the
whole world, part of the new communal world. You’ll probably live with your
extended family, souls you are on vibration with, with your own space as part of
a communal family complex. Empty office buildings will be converted into
housing and other service centers. You’ll schedule your own love service shifts,
as well as recreation and transportation, on the Internet. Industries and
government services will also gear up to use this system.
The Internet system will be greatly enhanced, expanding out to quickly serve all
people worldwide. With Galactica’s arrival, the ultimate smartphone, ETI
holographic computer/communicators will be delivered here. These new
computers are flat crystal-like devices that come in different sizes according to
need. They respond to psychic vibrations of mind force. Imagine a universal
communicator with no limitations. You can speak to it, and the Uni Mind will
speak to you. Through the New Jerusalem mothership, we will all be connected
to the Galactic Internet, the life-matrix of Universe itself, with 4-D
instantaneous access to anyone, anywhere and anything in the Universe, with
your mind in perfect telepathic synchronicity.
Spirit God has brought us the world Internet to use as the electronic nervous
system of the new autonomous world social organization, which is all a free
flow of energy and not the static limitations of business as usual. It will quickly
be the channel for all communication media. Imagine the energy potential of a
world people inherent in a commercial-free world! The new system is
autonomous and self-governing, with equality for all. No more artificial controls
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over the people, who will only be led by those who have wisdom and true
personality: not as bosses, but as true servants of the people.
To actually organize the logistics of this great world transformation involves all
the world's people cooperating together. The key step is agreeing to hold all
things common and make distribution according to need. Then we begin by
creating a world forum using social media — to identify and map out the real
industry and services that keep us alive. We will organize and plan out our
transformation over the course of a year or so - with ETI involvement. And
identify all problems needing solutions. Like ending world hunger, and
repairing the damage to the biosphere. As we see and put into motion real
solutions to the world's problems, all that is of no real value will quickly fall out
of the picture. When we activate our Great World Celebration, it enables society
to hit the reset button and start over on a clean slate.
We will use the internet to connect the labor force to the tasks at hand. Search
engines and websites of all sorts will enable people to choose where they wish
to serve, and schedule their vacations, R & R, booking travel, entertainment,
dining, etc.
Clearing and cleaning up the environment is a top priority. ETI space beings can
take the carbon out of the atmosphere using energy beams, which is a key to
restoring the planet to ecological balance. And ETI space beings will deliver
Dynadran energy systems to bring clean unlimited free energy to the whole
world, energy drawn directly out of the magnetic field. The subsequent
transformation of industry will result in zero pollution.
The monumental changes it will take to help, love and lift this world up out of
its current state of war, crime, poverty, disease, pain and suffering everywhere,
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into a balanced, sharing and caring society will be accomplished. Because
human beings will have the full assistance and guidance of the God Force and
Its legion of Extraterrestrial Angels. Together we shall carry the day.
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